Background: Patients with oral potentially malignant disorders (OPMD) having moderate or severe oral epithelial dysplasia (OED) have a greater risk of developing oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) compared to mild OED with an odds ratio of 2.4. The involvement of specific immune cell types associated with malignant transformation have been reported, giving rise to clinical trials in immunoprevention. However, the immune landscape of OPMD remains understudied. In this study, we aimed to elucidate the immune landscape of high-risk OPMD by transcriptomic profiling for the identification of potential immunoprevention strategy.

Methods: Histological evaluation was performed on hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained tissues to investigate the differences of lymphocyte infiltration in benign lesions (n=16), high-risk OPMD consisted of moderate and severe OED (n=46) and early-stage OSCC (n=6). Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue sections of selected cases from each sample type were subjected to RNA sequencing. Weighted-gene-correlation network analysis (WGCNA) was used to identify key gene modules expressed in specific disease type. The immune landscape of high-risk OPMD was elucidated by the enrichment of immune signatures using single-sample gene set enrichment analysis. The response of high-risk OPMD to anti-PD1 treatment was predicted by the detection of T-cell-inflamed condition. Validation was performed by multiplex immunofluorescent (mIF) staining.

Results: Our H&E evaluation showed that lymphocyte infiltration into the epithelial was seen in 80% of high-risk OPMD and early-stage OSCC, compared to 9% of benign lesion. Gene modules identified from WGCNA analysis revealed that genes involved in immune-related pathways were overexpressed in high-risk OPMD and in early-stage OSCC when compared to benign lesion, but unchanged between high-risk OPMD and early-stage OSCC. We further demonstrated that immune signatures representing lymphocyte infiltration, MHC-I antigen presentation and cytotoxic immune responses were enriched in high-risk OPMD, indicating the presence of immune surveillance. High-risk OPMD can be grouped into the T-cell-inflamed and non-immune reactive subtypes. The T-cell-inflamed subtype is enriched with T cells, interferon signaling and PD-1/PD-L1 immune checkpoint proteins, suggesting that these lesions may be amenable to anti-PD1 treatment. Meanwhile, the non-immune reactive subtype demonstrated low enrichment in signatures for immune cell infiltration, indicating a need of intervention to induce lymphocyte infiltration. Using mIF staining, we observed an increase of CD45+ immune cell population expressing PD-L1 in high-risk OPMD.

Conclusions: Immune surveillance is a prominent feature of high-risk OPMD. However, different subsets of high-risk OPMD exist, suggesting a need of different immunoprevention approaches to prevent disease progression which warrants further investigation.
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